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Abstract— Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) needs special multicast
routing protocols to adapt its characteristics, including local broadcast ca-
pacity, arbitrary topology change, bandwidth constraint and power limi-
tation. This paper proposes a new multicast routing protocol called DDR-
based Multicast Protocol using Dynamic Core (DMPDC) for MANET. The
aim of this protocol is to find a tradeoff between routing overhead and data
transmission for an efficient use of bandwidth and power. DMPDC benefits
from a logical infrastructure offered by Distributed Dynamic Routing algo-
rithm (DDR) and constructs a group-shared multicast tree with a dynam-
ically selected core only when group traffic is present. DMPDC attempts
to react more quickly to broken tree edges by detecting link failures during
data forwarding.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

A Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET) is a collection of wire-
less mobile nodes forming a dynamical temporary network with-
out the use of any existing network infrastructure or centralized
administration. Different from traditional wireless networks,
nodes have to use other mobile nodes in the network instead
of some fixed router or an infrastructure as relay if the destina-
tion of data is not in their coverage area. The natures of mobile
nodes decide the features of MANET such as broadcast capac-
ity, dynamic topology, bandwidth and power constraints, etc.
This type of networks is suitable for supporting the applications
like virtual classroom, emergency search and rescue operation,
data exchanging during conference, meeting, etc. Eventually,
MANET needs multicast routing protocols to establish many-to-
many communication for efficient delivery data among a group.
The properties of MANET make multicast routing protocols for
wired networks (ex. CBT [1], DVMRP [4], MOSPF [10] and
PIM [3]) not suitable for MANET because they can not face
group membership dynamics and topology changes at the same
time with limited bandwidth.

Lots of multicast routing protocols have been proposed such
as AMRoute [2], AMRIS [14], CAMP [6], LAM [7], MAODV
[13], MZR [5], NSMP [8] and ODMRP [9]. These protocols can
be classified astree-based andmesh-based approach, according
to routing structure . The tree-based approach consists in cre-
ating and maintaining a multicast routing tree to deliver data.
Once a tree is established, packets or messages are sent to all
the routers in the tree only once. For a tree containing N nodes,
N-1 links are needed to forward multicast packets with point-
to-point links. In the case that the network has broadcast links
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using a single channel, only internal tree nodes forward multi-
cast packets. Benefiting from broadcast capability of MANETs,
the latter approach proposes to usemesh - a connected graph for
multicast traffic forwarding. Multicast packets are broadcast to
node’s neighborhood. Only the neighbors who are also mesh
members will react to non-duplicated multicast packets. Mesh
structure offers redundant routes for data delivery which gives
rich connectivity but involves more nodes for forwarding than
tree structure. Therefore, tree-based approach is more efficient
in data transmission than mesh in long term data delivery. Here,
data transmission efficiency means the number of data packets
transmitted in the network for delivering a data packet.

Tree is sensitive to node mobility since it provides minimal
connectivity among multicast group members. Routing mes-
sages are needed to repair tree branches every time topology
changes touch them. In the contrary, mesh offers more connec-
tivity and, as a result, is robust against topology changes. Mesh
can tolerate link failure between two mesh members if they can
get data from other mesh members. Hole will disappear in the
next period of mesh refresh. So, in terms of routing overhead,
mesh-based approach is more efficient than tree-based approach
in high mobility network.

Multicast routing protocols can also be categorized into
source-oriented and group-shared, according toconstruction
mechanism. Group-shared mechanism gives one structure per
group and all sources use this structure to distribute their data.
On the other hand, source-oriented mechanism can construct a
structure for each source according to various criteria (ex: short-
est path, various QoS requirements). Therefore, it is more effi-
cient in terms of data transmission than group-shared mecha-
nism when a group has multiple sources. However, this mech-
anism can easily suffer from scalability problem as the number
of groups and sources per group increases. Moreover, source-
oriented mechanism should pay much more routing overhead
to maintain all structures for a group than group-shared mech-
anism, in which only one structure should be maintained per
group. These issues make group-shared mechanism more suit-
able for the MANET environment.

This paper proposes a multicast routing protocol, DDR-
based Multicast Protocol with Dynamic Core (DMPDC) for
MANETs, which constructs a group-shared tree for a multicast
session on demand based on the Distributed Dynamic Routing



algorithm (DDR) [11]. In the rest of this paper, Section II gives
an overview of DMPDC that includes basic ideas of DDR and
general description of this multicast protocol. Then, Section III
describes in detail the creation and maintenance of multicast tree
(MTree). Our conclusion is given in Section IV.

II. PROTOCOL OVERVIEW

A. DDR algorithm

Distribute Dynamic Routing algorithm (DDR)[11],[12] is de-
signed to offer a flexible infrastructure on which several routing
protocols may be defined according to specific application re-
quirements.
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Fig. 1. DDR Infrastructure

Fig. 1 represents theinfrastructure provided by DDR that can
interact with both unicast routing protocols and multicast rout-
ing protocols via aninterface. DDR is a multi-mode routing in-
frastructure: it can be degraded to reactive approach if the zone
size is too small, and can be expanded to proactive approach
if the zone size becomes too large.1 DDR can be simply ex-
tended to a routing protocol as a routing infrastructure. For this
purpose, DDR could be tuned via the interface in order to sat-
isfy both application requirements and network properties (for
further information refer to [11]).

The main idea of DDR is to construct a forest from a network
topology, where each tree of the constructed forest has to be op-
timal. Then, each tree forms azone. After that, the network
is logically partitioned into a set of non overlapping dynamic
zones. Each node computes periodically itszone ID indepen-
dently so that zones are named. Each zone is connected via the
gateway nodesthat are not in the same tree but are in the direct
transmission range of each other. The connection between two
neighbor zones is calledbridge. So, the whole network can be
seen as a set of zones connected by bridges. Thus, each node
from zonezi can communicate with another node from zonezj .
Each node is assumed to maintain routing information only to
those nodes that are within its zone, and information regarding
only its neighboring zones.

Fig 2(a) represents an arbitrary network topology. Once DDR
algorithm is executed on each mobile node, the network is par-

1The average size of zone should be a function on some network parameters
like average node degree, number of nodes in the network and some other pa-
rameters. Node degree is the number of nodes can be heard by a node.
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(b) Network Topology under DDR
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Fig. 2. DDR Infrastructure

titioned into a set of non overlapping dynamic zones, as it is
illustrated in Fig 2(b).

B. General Description of DMPDC

The aim of DDR-based Multicast Routing protocol using Dy-
namic Core (DMPDC) is trying to find a tradeoff between rout-
ing overhead and data transmission efficiency in MANET.

The interest of working on the top of DDR infrastructure is
that it reduces the cost of multicast tree maintenance but gains
data transmission efficiency from tree structure. In DDR, a node
knows routes to all other nodes of the same zone. This informa-
tion is periodically refreshed against topology changes. DM-
PDC uses a tree structure to connect all group members dis-
tributed in different zones. Therefore, the multicast tree (MTree)



2construction and maintenance can be decomposed into two
parts: DDR deals with intra-zone routes, DMPDC copes with in-
ter zone connections. Therefore, the routing message for MTree
maintenance is greatly reduced.

Fig. 3(a) shows four multicast group members distributed in
different DDR zones. DMPDC constructs a MTree to connect
them, as it is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(c) represents the
MTree in an abstract way. It shows that the vertices of DMPDC
MTree are group members and gateway nodes. A MTree edge
is either an intra zone route or a bridge.

DMPDC differs from other group-shared tree-based multicast
routing protocols that also use the concept ofcore ([2], [14], [6],
[8] and [13]). In our protocol,core is the first source of a mul-
ticast session. This choice guarantees that core is interested in
participating in the multicast group and transmitting multicast
traffic. If no core is present in the network, it is not necessary
to construct and maintain MTree and all receivers remain silent.
This property can be named ason demandcompared to other
group-shared tree-based multicast routing protocols. In those
protocols, MTree should be maintained even when no multicast
traffic is present. Another advantage of this choice is that DM-
PDC reduces to source-oriented in the case of a single source,
and is group-shared in the case of multiple sources. Single point
failure caused by core power exhaustion can also be overcome.
When core finds that it has not enough power to rely the traffic
from other sources of the same group, it can ask another source
to take the role of core.

All tree-based multicast protocols usetimeout-based path
monitoring to detect link failures. A link failure is detected
when a node has not heard its MTree neighbor during the last
period. If a link failure is detected, downstream (the direction
from root to leaf nodes) node rejoins MTree to maintain MTree
connection. This mechanism reacts slowly to link failure ac-
cording to the time period value. Consequently, data transmis-
sion is blocked until the branch is repaired. DMPDC proposes
to usereactive path monitoring in which a MTree member su-
pervises links when it forwards data to other next MTree mem-
ber(s). Hence it can immediately discover a broken branch and
react to this failure if necessary. This recovery allows down-
stream group members to hear and be heard until the next pe-
riod arrives. We need periodical MTree refresh to construct bet-
ter MTree branches than recovered ones. But the aim of peri-
odical refresh in mesh-based protocols is for overcoming link
failure. So, the period of tree refresh can consequently be much
longer than that of mesh. Therefore, routing overhead caused
by tree maintenance (topology change) is reduced because of
on-demand local MTree branch recovery and a greater period
of tree refresh. On the other hand, data delivery efficiency is
improved by periodical tree refresh.

III. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

After forest construction, DDR establishes two tables for each
node in the network:intra-zone table and inter-zone table.
Intra-zone table keeps the information within a zone. By con-

2In the rest of this paper, we use MTree to stand for multicast tree.
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(a) Multicast group members
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(b) MTree constructed by DMPDC
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sulting this table, a node can know through which node it can
get to another node in the same zone. For example, in Fig. 2(b),
intra-zone table tells nodea that the next hop to noded is node
f . In contrast to intra-zone table, inter-zone table keeps the in-
formation concerning neighboring zones. One entry of this ta-
ble represents a bridge to a neighbor zone (for more details, see
[11]). A routing protocol works on the top of DDR would de-
cide which bridge should be taken if nodeu wants to send data
to nodef in Fig. 2(b).

The control part of DMPDC consists of two aspects:MTree
construction andMTree maintenance. MTree construction is
the aspect by which a core is selected and advertised to the net-
work. Nodes that are interested in the multicast session join the
MTree. MTree maintenance is the aspect where MTree mem-
bers detect broken branches and repair the failure to continue
multicast traffic delivery in MTree. MTree maintenance takes
also care of group members leaving.Data forwarding in DM-
PDC is somewhat different from that in other protocols. It needs
traffic packets taking some extra information in their head to
help routing.

A. MTree Construction

Each node in MANET possesses amulticast routing table
(MRTable) which stores multicast routing information. The ex-
istence of an entry in the table, which corresponds to a multicast
session tree, is the indication of the traffic presence in the group.
A source can know whether it should act as core of this multi-
cast session or just participate to the multicast tree as a normal
source by checking if there is an entry. Similarly, a receiver can
decide that it should join the tree or remain silent by examining
MRTable. Routing entry has two states: active and inactive. A
node that is tree member has an active entry and the entries of
other nodes are inactive.

MTree construction is based on the following mechanism: a
core broadcastsCore Advertisement (CA) message to the net-
work which constructs reverse path to core at the same time. A
node that is interested in the multicast group sends aRoute Ac-
tive Request (RAR) message towards core and waits for aRoute
Active Acknowledge (RAA). This procedure of joining is called
RAR/RAA procedure.

A CA message contains multicast group address, core address
and reference to identify CA. All other nodes in the network
react only once to CA and discard all duplicates. They create
an inactive route entry in their MRTable corresponding to the
multicast session. Then, they construct a reverse path to core
so that they can send or forward routing messages towards core.
CA has a field to help reverse path establishment. Initially, this
field is the node ID of core. The nodes in the same zone as core
need just store core ID since they already have route to core
in their intra-zone table. The gateway nodes that react to CA
from a bridge modify this field by replacing it with the bridge
information. The rest of the nodes in the zone know through this
bridge that the core can be found. The advantage of using bridge
instead of only a gateway node ID is that in case one bridge end
is inaccessible, nodes can still try to contact the other bridge end
or the corresponding neighbor zone to construct a path. This

method can reduce the possibility of broadcast. Consequently,
after all nodes in the network receive CA, they know the creation
of a multicast session and own a route to the core of this session.
The reverse paths constructed by this mechanism contain only
gateway nodes and core.

For example, in Fig. 3(a), nodesh, k, o, andw are members of
a multicast group. Among them, nodek ando want to send data
to the group and nodeh andw are the receivers of the group.
Suppose nodek is the creator of this multicast session. Node
k broadcasts a CA(k) to the network. Nodes inz1 storek into
reverse path field of the multicast routing entry. When this CA
goes through the bridge from noded to nodeg, nodeg changes
the content of CA into (g, z1, d). Upon receiving this modi-
fied CA, all the other nodes inz2 know the core can be reached
through the bridge between nodeg and noded. Therefore, node
g becomes an upstream node in the reverse path to core ofz2.
In the same way, nodew forwards CA(w, z2, T ) to its zone (z4)
when it hears CA from nodeT . If nodew moves out ofz4, the
nodes inz4 can still try finding a way to nodeT or z2 to repair
reverse path locally.

A RAR/RAA procedure begins by a group member sending
a RAR towards core. This node becomes a potential MTree
member. A RAR message is addressed to the upstream node to
give the information of the potential downstream MTree mem-
ber. The upstream node is either a gateway node or the core
itself. The content of RAR is changed each time it passes a gate-
way node. Then RAR is forwarded to this upstream node along
an intra-zone route or through a bridge. The addressed node
becomes potential MTree member. This node should store po-
tential downstream member information into its multicast route
entry, update the content of RAR and then continue to forward
this message towards the core by forwarding this message to its
upstream node. A potential MTree member will not send an-
other RAR when it receives any other RARs after having sent a
RAR. But it records the information of these potential down-
stream members for confirming their membership as soon as
RAA arrives. The first MTree member receiving RAR breaks
off forwarding and replies RAA to active route entries of po-
tential MTree members in the branch. RAA message gives the
exact upstream MTree member. A RAR/RAA procedure is fin-
ished when the leaf node of the branch receives RAA.

So, in Fig. 3(a), if nodeh in z2 wants to take part into the
mulitcast session created by nodek, it should send a RAR(h)
towards core. This RAR is first sent to nodeg along intra-zone
route. Upon receiving this RAR, nodeg becomes a potential
MTree member. It registers nodeh into its MRTable as a po-
tential downstream node of MTree member. It modifies down-
stream information by inserting its node ID and zone ID, which
results in the content of RAR becoming (g, z2, h). Then node
g forwards this updated RAR to noded through the bridge. At
last, noded sends RAR(d, g, z2) to core. Core replies to node
d with a RAA. This RAA is transmitted through noded andg
until reaching nodeh so that the branch is added to MTree.



B. Tree Maintenance

During data transmission, a MTree member finds a branch
broken when a MTree neighbor is in neither its intra-zone table
nor its neighborhood. There are two cases for a broken branch:
the branch is towards upstream MTree member or the branch
is towards downstream MTree member. In the former case, the
node sends a local broadcast RAR to find the upstream node and
rejoin the MTree. This type of RAR propagates in the zone of
the initiator and its neighbor zones. Only the MTree member
specialized in RAR can reply RAA to avoid response coming
from downstream MTree members of the initiator. In the latter
case, the node sends aJoin Invitation (JI) to invite the down-
stream MTree member to rejoin the tree. Upon receiving JI, the
destination takes part in the tree by running a RAR/RAA proce-
dure.

Core periodically computes a new reference and broadcasts
CA to refresh MTree. These CAs also update reverse paths to
core. All other group members run a RAR/RAA procedure to
re-construct the MTree once they receive a CA.

Periodical MTree refresh gives multicast group members the
possibility to leave the group implicitly. These members test
first whether the next period of CA arrives soon. Then they
do not run a RAR/RAA procedure so that the branches will
be pruned silently. Otherwise, these members should explic-
itly leave MTree by sending a message to their upstream nodes.
The procedure for a core leaving the group after finishing the
transmission of data to multicast group is different from nor-
mal group member. It checks whether there is another source in
MTree that can become new core. If this core is the only source,
it dismisses the MTree. Otherwise, the new core is in charge of
sending periodical CA.

Because of network partition or any other reason, a source
may make a decision to become a core without hearing a CA
from core. So there may be more than one core existing in the
network. After the network converges, a core can hear the CAs
of other cores. These cores use core competition algorithm to
decide which source is the winner and it should continue acting
as core. Cores can use their identification or other informations
to compete. The loosers will stop sending periodical CA and
not react to group member join packets so that theirs tree will
be dismissed automatically after the multicast route entries time
out.

C. Data Forwarding

Once the MTree is constructed or the branch is successfully
added into MTree, a source begins to send traffic to the mul-
ticast group. This protocol needs traffic packets to carry two
additional fields in their head:last member andnext member.
Last member is the MTree member that forwards this traffic
packet. This field tells a MTree member from which branch
the packet comes, so that this member can forward it to all
other branches.Next member indicates to which MTree ver-
tex this packet should be forwarded. If the MTree edge between
last member andnext member is intra-zone route, the interme-
diate nodes in the route use intra-zone tables to relay this packet

to next member. When a MTree member receives non-duplicate
traffic packet from a MTree edge, first it records packet iden-
tification then it updates packet head. Finally, it forwards the
packet to the other branch(es) of the MTree if the other end of
the branch is reachable. Otherwise it will mark a broken branch.
There is a great possibility that a packet should be sent to more
than one MTree edge. The node duplicates the packet and sends
them to corresponding directions.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a new multicast routing protocol, called
DMPDC, for MANET. DMPDC is designed to find a tradeoff
between data transmission and routing overhead so that multi-
cast routing protocol can be scalable for long term and short
term data delivery in both low mobility and high mobility sit-
uations. To reach this goal, DMPDC constructs and maintains
a group-shared MTree on the top of an infrastructure offered
by DDR and using a dynamic core. Core is the indication of
traffic and a MTree exists only when there is traffic in a group.
This protocol discovers MTree edge broken during data trans-
mission. This allows MTree member to repair the failure imme-
diately without blocking data delivery. All these mechanisms
allow DMPDC to give a better utilization of radio resources and
mobile node’s power. A performance analysis will be carried
out to make a study of DMPDC for different traffic loads (group
size, number of sources per group, etc.) and mobility (speed,
pause time, etc.).
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